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The english garden in Munich on the  4th of Juli 2014: A little boy enjoying the sunny day with his dad. He is kicking the ball 
with his whole power , lying his whole heart into this one kick  with a children likely motivation. Motion  is for us always 
connected with emtions and it starts on our first day of life. 



Outside Olympia Center on the 3rd of July: the little child wants to throw the ball into the basket, but he isn’t tall enough. 
The father is about to hold him slowly up to the basket so he can throw the ball inside and score. It’s a slow motion filled 
with the emotion of love and care. There is another pair of father and son in the background playing tennis together.  
 



On the basketball field outside Alte Pinakothek on the 3rd of July: a group of young people are playing basketball. 
Although they are in casual everyday clothes, they are very focused on the game, doing their best to chase the ball. In 
background you can see the red brick building of the art museum. The motion of basketball and the intense atmosphere 
of a basketball game offer an interesting contrast with the quiet and calming Alte Pinakothek. 



The english garden on the 4th of July: A young 
woman, who escapes probably regularly  from her 
everyday life into running. Doesn‘t matter if its  fear, 
anger, stress or sadness , sports in the nature help 
you often to forget about it even if its just for a few 
minutes. 



. 

Olympia Center on the 3rd of July: a man doing rock 
climbing on his own. Conquering height alone in the 
middle of a city creates a new sensation: it drags one out 
of the urban context and resembles to an extent the 
experience of conquering mountains. 



Michaelibad Freibad on the 29th of June: A great day at the swimmingpool: a man jumping from the ten metres diving tower. 
Feeling power and joy at the same time makes that jump a perfect experience! 



A bikeway near the Candidbrücke following the Isar on the 28th of June: Everyday bikders on their way to work, excited young 
men going to the mountainbiketrail near this bridge and families with two little kids cycling to a sunbathing spot. No matter what 
age, you have the possibility to take a bike and go faster than by foot to your destination. 



The english garden on the 4th of July: Disabled people do 
have to deal with motions their whole life  in a totally 
other way than abled people. Voluntary? Probably not 
always…You can see that this woman has to put a lot 
effort in moving her wheelchair and this not for the last 
time in her life. 


